Big Girl Danielle Steel
When people should go to the ebook stores, search launch by shop, shelf by shelf, it is really problematic. This is why we present the books
compilations in this website. It will categorically ease you to see guide Big Girl Danielle Steel as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in reality want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your
method can be all best area within net connections. If you take aim to download and install the Big Girl Danielle Steel , it is utterly easy then, before
currently we extend the colleague to purchase and create bargains to download and install Big Girl Danielle Steel suitably simple!

Star - Danielle Steel 1990-02-02
Young, innocent and strikingly beautiful Crystal Wyatt was an outcast,
envied and resented by all but her devoted father, with whom she shared
a deep love for their remote California ranch. When her father dies,
Crystal is alone and unprotected. Devastating events shake the once
peaceful valley. With nothing but her dreams, her beauty, and her aweinspiring voice, Crystal escapes to embark on the career that will
ultimately make her a star. But stardom itself is shadowed by danger and
violence and haunted by a memory that must be resolved before Crystal
can find happiness and peace.
The Klone and I - Danielle Steel 1999-07-27
Stephanie had a rat for a husband. But after 13 years of marriage and
two kids, she was devastated when he left her for a younger woman.
Suddenly Stephanie was alone. And after months of trying to find a little
romance on New York's wild singles circuit, she was ready to give up,
reconciled to just raising her two great, but outspoken, kids. Then a spurof-the-moment trip to Paris changed everything. She met him on the Left
Bank. Peter Baker was a marvelously handsome high-tech entrepreneur
also visiting the city. Stephanie was certain it couldn't possibly work.
Peter was just too perfect. But much to her amazement, he contacted her
when they returned to New York. And at the Long Island rental cottage
she shared with her kids, Stephanie embarked on a bizarre and hilarious
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adventure beyond her wildest dreams. Shy, serious Peter, chairman of a
bionic enterprise, was supposed to be away on business. Instead, he's
standing at her door, wearing day-glo satin and rhinestones. Naturally,
Stephanie thinks it's a joke--until the truth suddenly dawns: this isn't
Peter playing a role. This is his double! Calling himself Paul Klone, this
wild, uninhibited creature isn't even remotely like Peter except for his
identically sexy good looks. This uproarious novel explores the
outrageous love triangle that develops between Stephanie, Peter...and
the Klone. In a wickedly funny, right-on-target look at finding the perfect
mate in an imperfect world, bestselling novelist Danielle Steel reveals
insights into the human heart that have made her novels #1 bestsellers
around the world.
Pure Joy - Danielle Steel 2013-10-29
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER In this moving memoir, Danielle Steel
tells the story of how she met a dog the size of a mouse with a
personality that could light up an entire room. From Minnie’s arrival at
home in San Francisco to clothes-shopping jaunts in Paris, her
adventures provide the perfect backdrop for a heartfelt look at the magic
that dogs bring to our lives, and how they become part of the family,
making indelible memories. We meet Steel’s childhood pug, James; and
Elmer, the basset hound who was steadfastly at her side in her
struggling days as a young writer; Sweet Pea—unveiled in a Tiffany box
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for a dog-loving husband—and all those lucky dogs who shared a
household of nine children, other canines, and one potbellied pig. As she
reflects on the beloved pets who have brought joy, and sometimes chaos,
to her home through the years, Steel also shares her thoughts on the
trials and tribulations of bringing a new dog into a household, the
challenges of housebreaking and compatibility, the losses we feel
forever. Filled with colorful characters (human and otherwise), delightful
photographs, practical wisdom drawn from long experience, and
brimming with warmth and insight on every page, Pure Joy is a love
letter to this special relationship—and one of the most charming books
yet from the incomparable Danielle Steel. Praise for Pure Joy “The megaselling [Danielle Steel] shares happy memories of her numerous dogs. . .
. Steel brings readers into her life, recounting delightful moments with
her many dogs, the dogs her children have owned, and her newest
friend, Minnie, her tiny Chihuahua. . . . Plainly told with honesty and
affection, these stories are an affirmation of the timeless connection
between humans and their canine companions.”—Kirkus Reviews “Steel
doesn’t just love to write blockbusters; she loves dogs. Here’s her
valentine to all the dogs she’s raised (looking to be mostly of the small
sort), with lots of black-and-white photos throughout. A heady
commercial combo.”—Library Journal
Winners - Danielle Steel 2014-09-30
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Even the most perfect lives can be
shattered in an instant. In this moving, emotionally charged novel,
Danielle Steel introduces readers to an unforgettable cast of characters
striving to overcome tragedy and discover the inner resources and
resilience to win at life—once again. WINNERS Lily Thomas is an
aspiring ski champion training for the Olympics, a young woman with her
heart set on winning the gold. But in one moment, Lily’s future is
changed forever, her hopes for the Olympics swept away in a tragic
accident. Dr. Jessie Matthews, the neurosurgeon who operates on her
that night, endures a tragedy of her own, and instantly becomes the sole
support of her four young children, while her own future hangs in the
balance. Bill, Lily’s father, has pinned all his hopes on his only daughter,
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his dreams now shattered. Other lives will entwine themselves with
theirs: Joe, a financial manager, faces a ruined career at the hand of a
dishonest partner. Carole, a psychologist at Mass General, is a breast
cancer survivor, her body and heart scarred by what she’s been through.
Teddy, with a spinal cord injury worse than Lily’s, dreams of college and
becoming an artist. From the ashes of their lives, six people fight to alter
the course of destiny and refuse to be defeated. When Bill builds a
remarkable rehab facility for his daughter, countless lives are forever
altered, and each becomes a winner. Winners is about refusing to be
beaten, no matter how insurmountable the challenge. And when Lily gets
on skis again and enters the Paralympics, the battle to brave life again is
won. Winners is about more than surviving, it is about courage, victory,
and triumph. When all appears to be lost, the battle has just begun.
Praise for Winners “Steel skillfully weaves the strands of the Matthews
and Thomas families together in a layered story. . . . Together, they
discover friendship, loyalty, and new dreams.”—Publishers Weekly
“[Winners] will leave readers crying and cheering.”—Booklist
Spy - Danielle Steel 2019-11-26
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A young woman is caught up in a
dangerous double life on behalf of her country during World War II in
Danielle Steel’s thrilling new novel. At eighteen, Alexandra Wickham is
presented to King George V and Queen Mary in an exquisite white lace
and satin dress her mother has ordered from Paris. With her delicate
blond looks, she is a stunning beauty who seems destined for a privileged
life. But fate, a world war, and her own quietly rebellious personality
lead her down a different path. By 1939, Europe is on fire and England is
at war. From her home in idyllic Hampshire, Alex makes her way to
London as a volunteer in the First Aid Nursing Yeomanry. But she has
skills that draw the attention of another branch of the service. Fluent in
French and German, she would make the perfect secret agent. Within a
year, Alex is shocking her family in trousers and bright red lipstick. They
must never know about the work she does—no one can know, not even
the pilot she falls in love with. While her country and those dearest to her
pay the terrible price of war, Alex learns the art of espionage, leading to
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life-and-death missions behind enemy lines and a long career as a spy in
exotic places and historic times. Spy follows Alex’s extraordinary
adventures in World War II and afterward in India, Pakistan, Morocco,
Hong Kong, Moscow, and Washington, D.C., when her husband, Richard,
enters the foreign service and both become witnesses to a rapidly
changing world from post-war to Cold War. She lives life on the edge,
with a secret she must always keep hidden.
Big Girl - Danielle Steel 2011-03-22
In this heartfelt, incisive novel, Danielle Steel celebrates the virtues of
unconventional beauty while exploring deeply resonant issues of weight,
self-image, sisterhood, and family. BIG GIRL A chubby little girl with
ordinary looks, Victoria Dawson has always felt out of place in her family,
especially in body-conscious L.A. While her parents and sister can eat
anything and not gain an ounce, Victoria must watch everything she eats,
as well as endure her father’s belittling comments about her body and
see her academic achievements go unacknowledged. Ice cream and
oversized helpings of all the wrong foods give her comfort, but only
briefly. The one thing she knows is that she has to get away from home,
and after college in Chicago, she moves to New York City. Landing her
dream job as a high school teacher, Victoria loves working with her
students and wages war on her weight at the gym. Despite tension with
her parents, Victoria remains close to her younger sister, Grace. Though
they couldn’t be more different in looks, they love each other
unconditionally. So when Grace announces her engagement to a man
who is an exact replica of their narcissistic father, Victoria worries about
her sister’s future happiness, and with no man of her own, she feels like
a failure once again. As the wedding draws near, a chance encounter, a
deeply upsetting betrayal, and a family confrontation lead to a turning
point. Behind Victoria is a lifetime of hurt and neglect she has tried to
forget. Ahead is a challenge and a risk: to accept herself as she is,
celebrate it, and claim the victories she has fought so hard for and
deserves. Big girl or not, she is terrific and discovers that herself.
Lost and Found - Danielle Steel 2020-03-31
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • What might have been? That
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tantalizing question propels a woman on a cross-country adventure to
reunite with the men she loved and let go, in Danielle Steel’s exhilarating
new novel. It all starts with a fall from a ladder, in a firehouse in New
York City. The firehouse has been converted into a unique Manhattan
home and studio where renowned photographer Madison Allen works
and lives after raising three children on her own. But the accident, which
happens while Maddie is sorting through long-forgotten personal
mementos and photos, results in more than a broken ankle. It changes
her life. Spurred by old memories, the forced pause in her demanding
schedule, and an argument with her daughter that leads to a rare crisis
of confidence, Maddie embarks on a road trip. She hopes to answer
questions about the men she loved and might have married—but
didn’t—in the years after she was left alone with three young children.
Wearing a cast and driving a rented SUV, she sets off to reconnect with
three very different men—one in Boston, one in Chicago, and another in
Wyoming—to know once and for all if the decisions she made long ago
were the right ones. Before moving forward into the future, she is
compelled to confront the past. As the miles and days pass, and with
each new encounter, Maddie’s life comes into clearer focus and a new
future takes shape. A deeply felt story about love, motherhood, family,
and fate, Lost and Found is an irresistible new novel from America’s
most dynamic storyteller.
The Challenge - Danielle Steel 2022-08-16
In this thrilling novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Danielle Steel, a small community is tested when their children go
missing while exploring a dangerous local peak, forcing them to band
together during the crisis. Fishtail, Montana, is home to Anne and Pitt
Pollock, local royalty, high school sweethearts, and owners of the
successful Pollock ranch. The sprawling foothills of the Beartooth
Mountains surround the town, overlooking the Pollocks’ property and the
nearby ranch belonging to Bill and Pattie Brown. The two couples have
known each other since childhood. Their sons Peter Pollock and Matt
Brown are also the best of friends. When they and two other local kids
meet Juliet Marshall, new to town after her parents’ bitter divorce, the
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five of them are soon inseparable, spending their summer days
swimming, horseback riding, hiking, and fishing. But one August
afternoon, their latest adventure takes a dangerous turn—and quickly
escalates into a battle for survival—when they find themselves trapped
on Granite Peak. Fear reverberates through the town as their parents
grow ever more desperate to hear word that their children have been
found. They must place their own trials aside amid a massive search-andrescue operation. As they come to lean on one another for support, a
media frenzy ensues, heightening tensions and testing some already
fragile relationships. In the aftermath of this one fateful event,
devastating secrets are revealed, new love appears on the horizon, and
families are forced to reconsider what they once held dear. In The
Challenge, Danielle Steel deftly weaves a story that is a portrait of
courage and a striking tale of the bonds of love and family.
Poor Little Bitch Girl - Jackie Collins 2011-03-29
Three former high school friends who enjoy power and wealth in their
respective positions as a Los Angeles attorney, a senator's mistress, and
a celebrity madame find their destinies intertwining with another friend
from their teens in the aftermath of adevastating murder.
High Stakes - Danielle Steel 2022-03-08
Success and happiness come at a price . . . Jane, Francine, Hailey and
Allie are successful agents at Fletcher & Benson, one of New York’s most
prominent talent agencies. They love their jobs, but, like everyone, they
each have complicated lives to juggle, including difficult relationships to
manage, children to raise and bills to pay. For different reasons, they can
do nothing to jeopardize their careers, and sometimes that means
turning a blind eye. But everything changes when Dan Fletcher, one of
the founders of the agency, behaves inappropriately with a young intern.
She knows she must be brave, speak out and stand up for what is right,
even if it could cost her the job of her dreams. As events in each woman’s
life spiral out of control, they learn that family must come first and that
you must fight for what you believe in to get the happiness you deserve.
Power Play - Danielle Steel 2014-03-11
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER In Northern California two
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successful CEOs are both indispensable to their growing companies’
futures. Both are brilliant at the power game. But the difference between
them is huge. One is a man, the other a woman. In this riveting novel,
Danielle Steel explores what that means as she takes readers into the
rarefied world of those at the pinnacle of international business and
reveals the irrevocable choices they make, what drives them, and how
others perceive them. The heady drug of power impacts everything they
do. POWER PLAY Even though Harvard-educated Fiona Carson has
proven herself under fire as CEO of National Technology Advancement, a
multibillion-dollar high-tech company based in Palo Alto, California, she
still has to meet the challenges of her world every day. Devoted single
mother, world-class strategist, and tough negotiator, Fiona weighs every
move she makes, and reserves any personal time for her children.
Isolation and constant pressure are givens for her as a woman in a man’s
world. Miles away in Marin County, Marshall Weston basks in the fruits
of his achievements. At his side is his wife, Liz, the perfect corporate
spouse, who has gladly sacrificed her own law career to raise their three
children and support Marshall at every step. Smooth, shrewd, and
irreproachable, Marshall is a model chief executive, and the power he
wields only enhances his charisma and is his drug of choice. And to
maintain his position, he harbors secrets that could destroy his life at any
moment. His world is one of high risks. Like many women in her position,
Fiona has sacrificed her personal life for her career, while Marshall
dances dangerously close to the edge and flirts with scandal every day.
Both must face their own demons, and fight off those who are jealous of
their success. Their lives as CEOs of major companies come at a high
price. And just how high a price are they willing to pay? Who are they
willing to sacrifice to stay on top? Those they love, or themselves?
Danielle Steel’s gripping, emotionally layered novel explores the
seductive and damaging nature of power. Success and greed, trust and
deception, love and loss—all come to a head in this compelling drama of
family, careers, infidelity, and the sacrifices some people make to hold on
to power . . . or to let it go. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt
from Danielle Steel's Prodigal Son. Praise for Power Play “In peak form,
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Steel examines the effects of power on the lives of male and female CEOs
in this insightful, all-too realistic novel . . . to dramatize just how
differently men and women handle corporate power and personal
responsibility.”—Booklist “Connecting two powerful CEOs through their
children’s romantic involvement, the author uses her signature low-key .
. . style to examine personal and professional morality. . . . Appealing
fare from Steel.”—Kirkus Reviews
One Day at a Time - Danielle Steel 2009-02-25
Danielle Steel celebrates families of every stripe in her compelling
novel—a tale of three very different couples who struggle and survive,
love, laugh, and learn to take life . . . Coco Barrington was born into a
legendary Hollywood family. Her mother, Florence, is a mega-bestselling
author. Her sister, Jane, is one of Hollywood’s top producers and has
lived with her partner, Liz, for ten years in a solid, loving relationship.
Florence, widowed but still radiant, has just begun a secret romance with
a man twenty-four years her junior. But Coco, a law-school dropout and
the family black sheep, works as a dog walker, having fled life in the
spotlight for an artsy Northern California beach town. When Coco
reluctantly agrees to house-sit for Jane, she discovers an unexpected
houseguest: Leslie Baxter, a dashing but down-to-earth British actor
who’s fleeing a psycho ex-girlfriend. Their worlds couldn’t be more
different. The attraction couldn’t be more immediate. And as Coco
contemplates a future with one of Hollywood’s hottest stars, as her
mother and sister settle into their lives, old wounds are healed and new
families are formed—some traditional, some not so traditional, but all
bonded by love. With wit and intelligence, Danielle Steel’s novel explores
love in all its guises, taking us into the lives of three unusual but
wonderfully real couples. Funny, sexy, and wise, One Day at a Time is at
once moving, thought-provoking, and utterly impossible to put down.
Flying Angels - Danielle Steel 2021-11-23
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • World War II brings together six
remarkable young flight nurses, who face the challenges of war and its
many heartbreaks and victories as unsung heroes, in this inspiring novel
from #1 New York Times bestselling author Danielle Steel. Audrey
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Parker’s life changes forever when Pearl Harbor is attacked on
December 7, 1941. Her brother, a talented young Navy pilot, had been
stationed there, poised to fulfill their late father’s distinguished legacy.
Fresh out of nursing school with a passion and a born gift for helping
others, both Audrey and her friend Lizzie suddenly find their nation on
the brink of war. Driven to do whatever they can to serve, they enlist in
the Army and embark on a new adventure as flight nurses. Risking their
lives on perilous missions, they join the elite Medical Air Evacuation
Transport Squadron and fly into enemy territory almost daily to rescue
wounded soldiers from the battlefield. Audrey and Lizzie make enormous
sacrifices to save lives alongside an extraordinary group of nurses: Alex,
who longs to make a difference in the world; Louise, a bright mind who
faced racial prejudice growing up in the South; Pru, a selfless leader with
a heart of gold; and Emma, whose confidence and grit push her to put
everything on the line for her patients. Even knowing they will not
achieve any rank and will receive little pay for their efforts, the “Flying
Angels” will give their all in the fight for freedom. They serve as bravely
and tirelessly as the men they rescue on the front lines, in daring airlifts,
and are eternally bound by their loyalty to one another. Danielle Steel
presents a sweeping, stunning tribute to these incredibly courageous
women, inspiring symbols of bravery and valor.
Daddy's Girls - Danielle Steel 2020-06-09
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In Danielle Steel’s riveting novel,
three women raised by their father on a sprawling California ranch now
confront difficult truths about their past. Decades ago, after the death of
his wife, Texas ranch hand JT Tucker took his three small daughters to
California to start a new life. With almost no money, a will of iron, and
hard work, he eventually built the biggest ranch in California. But when
he dies suddenly at the age of sixty-four, the ranch is inherited by his
three daughters—each of them finding it impossible to believe that this
larger-than-life figure is gone from their lives. JT’s relationship with each
daughter was entirely different. Caroline, the youngest and most
reserved, was overlooked by her father for her entire life and fled to
become a wife, mother, and writer in Marin County. Gemma, his
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declared favorite, sought out Hollywood glamour and success and
became a major television star. Kate, the eldest, stayed at home with her
father to do his bidding as a ranch hand, without thanks or praise,
forsaking marriage and a family of her own for the love of him. Now,
upon JT’s death, the paper trail he leaves behind begins to reveal much
more than the three sisters ever guessed about who he really was. It will
turn their world upside down, and each of them must grapple with a new
reality, strengthening their relationships with one another, and
discovering who they are now as grown women, in spite of him. Set
against the magnificent backdrop of the West and the drama of a family
in turmoil, Daddy’s Girls is the story of three remarkable women and
their unique bond to each other—the daughters of a complex, manyfaceted, domineering father who left his mark on each of them.
Invisible - Danielle Steel 2022-01-04
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In this riveting novel from
Danielle Steel, a gifted young woman must grapple with the legacy of a
troubled childhood in order to pursue her dreams. Antonia Adams is the
product of a loveless marriage between an aspiring actress and an
aristocrat. As a child, she is abandoned in the abyss that yawns between
them, blamed by her mother, ignored by her father, and neglected by
both. Unprotected and unloved, she learns that the only way to feel safe
is to hide from the dangers around her, drawing as little attention as
possible to herself, to be “invisible.” In her isolation, books are her
refuge and movies her escape. A day spent being carried away by an
unforgettable film in a dark theater is her greatest thrill. Her love of the
movies turns into a dream to become a screenwriter, and a summer job
at a Hollywood studio. There, a famous British filmmaker notices her,
and suddenly she can remain invisible no longer. He wants to put her in
a movie and make her a star. It is a dazzling opportunity but a terrifying
one, as it strips her of the camouflage that made her feel safe. She is
suddenly thrust into the public eye—and even more so when they fall in
love. She will never let go of her true dream of becoming a filmmaker,
though, and if she wants to make that leap, she will have to expose
herself in ways she never has before. When tragedy strikes, she must
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decide whether she will remain center stage or become invisible again,
where she feels safest. Will she face her demons, or run and hide? In this
extraordinary novel, Danielle Steel tells the story of a woman who must
decide how high a price she is willing to pay to pursue her passion—and
whether it is possible to stay true to herself while she does.
Message from Nam - Danielle Steel 2009-05-06
As a journalist, Paxton Andrews would experience Vietnam firsthand. We
follow her from high school in Savannah to college in Berkeley and then
to work in Saigon. For the soldiers she knew and met there, Viet Nam
would change their lives in ways they could never have imagined. For the
men in her life, Viet Nam would change their lives in ways hey could not
escape or deny. Peter Wilson, fresh from law school, was a new recruit
who would confont his fate in Da Nang. Ralph Johnson, a seasoned AP
correspondent, had been in Saigon since the beginning. He knew
Vietnam and the war inside out. Bill Quinn, captain of the Cu Chi tunnel
rats, was on his fourth tour of duty and it seemed nothing could touch
him. Sergeant Tony Campobello had come to Vietnam from the streets of
New York to vent a rage that had followed him all the way to Saigon. For
seven years Paxton Andrews would write an acclaimed newspaper
column from the front before finally returning to the States and then
attending the Paris peace talks. But for her and the men who fought in
Viet Nam, life would never be the same again.
The Mistress - Danielle Steel 2017
Natasha, the innocent and loyal mistress of Russian oligarch Vladimir
Stanislas, strikes up a friendship with gifted artist Theo Luca that opens
her eyes to the freedoms she can never have with Vladimir.
Impossible - Danielle Steel 2009-02-25
When a high-powered gallery owner collides with a wildly offbeat artist,
it’s the perfect recipe for disaster. But in her 63rd bestselling novel,
Danielle Steel proves that when two hopelessly mismatched people share
a love for art, a passion for each other, and a city like Paris, nothing is
truly impossible…or is it? Everything Sasha does is within the boundaries
of tradition. Liam is sockless in December. Sasha is widowed, a woman
who knows she was lucky enough to be married to the most wonderful
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man in the world and thankful for every moment they had. Liam is half in
and half out of a marriage that only a “wacky” artist could manage, and
that his own impossibly impulsive behavior has helped tear apart. But
while Sasha has been methodically building her father’s Parisian art
gallery into an intercontinental success story, Liam has been growing
into one of the most original and striking young painters of his time. So
while the two are utterly unalike–and a nine-year age difference stares
them squarely in the face–the miracle of art brings them crashing
together. Now the question is, can Sasha guard her reputation while
juggling a secret, somewhat scandalous relationship? And how can Liam,
who lives for the moment, put up with a woman who insists on having
things her own way, in her own style, and at her own time? For Sasha,
it’s a matter of keeping Liam hidden from her grown children and wellheeled clientele as she commutes between New York and Paris and two
thriving galleries. For Liam, it’s about creating chaos out of order,
bringing out the wild streak that Sasha barely knows she has, of
choosing pizza over foie gras, and making love when others are busy
making money. That is, until a family tragedy suddenly alters Liam’s
life–and forces a choice and a sacrifice that neither one of them could
have expected. But from the snow falling on the Tuileries to the joy of
eating ice cream by candlelight, the artist and the art dealer have tasted
perfection. And giving up now might just be the most impossible thing of
all. With unerring insight into the hearts of men and women– and into the
soul of the artist –Danielle Steel takes us into a world of glamour and
genius, priceless art and dazzling creativity. From the luxurious galleries
of Europe to the endless beaches of the Hamptons, ImPossible weaves an
extraordinary tale of love and compromise, of taking chances and
counting blessings. With brilliant color and breathtaking emotion,
Danielle Steel has written her most compelling novel to date.
Now and Forever - Danielle Steel 2009-05-14
Although Jessica and Ian Clarke have been married seven years, they
insist the thrill and excitement haven't dimmed. At Jessica's urging, Ian
has quit his advertising job to become a struggling writer, and she
supports him with her successful San Francisco boutique. Ian's financial
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dependence on Jessica upsets him more than he admits, and in a moment
of bored malaise, Ian's first casual indiscretion will create a nightmare
that threatens everything Jessica and Ian have carefully built. What he
does changes their lives, and them, perhaps forever, as they struggle to
pay the price of his foolhardy affair.
Season of Passion - Danielle Steel 2009-02-25
Kate is only eighteen when she meets Tom Harper, one of America's
biggest pro-football stars. They share an idyllic and glamorous first love.
But the bullet that suddenly ends Tom's career also ends their life
together. A failed suicide attempt will leave him mentally and physically
disabled forever. Kate will be left alone, heartbroken, and pregnant with
their son. Soon she will have another chance at love, but it will mean
learning to let go of the past and learning to trust again.
No Greater Love - Danielle Steel 2009-02-25
It was the maiden voyage of the Titanic, the greatest ship ever built, and
in one fatal, unforgettable night, the sea shattered the lives and future of
an extraordinary family, the Winfields. Edwina Winfield, returning from
her engagement trip to England with her fiance and her family, instantly
loses her parents, the man she loved and her dreams. Without even time
to mourn, she courageously defies convention to run her family's
California newspaper and care for her five younger siblings. Unable to
forget her fiance Charles, she is determined never to marry, to hkeep her
family together, and to fight to survive as a woman alone. But Phillip, her
beloved oldest brother, sets out for Harvard and tragically betrays her
trust. Madcap brother George turns to the excitement of Hollywood
during its magical days, not to the Winfield publishing empire. And lovely
Alexis, who narrowly escaped death when the Titanic went down, grows
into a troubled runaway whom even Edwina's love may not be able to
save. The two youngest, Fannie and Teddy, remain with Edwina at home.
Compelling and deeply moving, No Greater Love questions a woman's
choices and the price she must pay for making them. And in an
unforgettable climax, it offers an answer—as Edwina confronts the
ghosts haunting her and take an extraordinary risk for her future and her
heart.
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The High Notes - Danielle Steel 2022-10-11
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In this heartfelt novel from #1 New
York Times bestselling author Danielle Steel, a young woman with an
unforgettable voice fights for the freedom to pursue her dreams. Iris
Cooper has been singing ever since she can remember, hitting the high
notes like no one else. When she is twelve, her father convinces the
owner of a bar in Lake City, Texas, to let her perform, and she stuns the
audience. In the ensuing years, never staying anywhere for long, father
and daughter move from one dusty town to the next, her passion for
music growing every time she takes the mike in another roadhouse. But
it is not an easy life for Iris with her father in charge and using her
income to pay for gambling, women, and booze. When she starts to tour
at age eighteen, she takes on a real manager. Yet he exploits her too, and
the singers and musicians she tours with are really the only family she
has. It is they who give Iris the courage to finally fly free, leave the tour,
and follow her dreams. After years of enduring the hardships of the road,
exploitation, and abuse to do what she loves, Iris’s big chance comes as
her talent soars. But at the top at last, Iris still has to fight every step of
the way. In The High Notes, Danielle Steel delivers an inspiring story
about finding the strength to stand up for yourself and your dreams, no
matter what it takes.
Wings - Danielle Steel 1995-09-01
From a house on the edge of her family's dusty farmland airstrip near
Chicago, the child Cassie O'Malley would sneak into the night to look at
the planes sitting shimmering in the moonlight. Her World War I veteran
father, Pat, wanted his son to be a pilot, not his reckless, red-haired
daughter. But it was Cassie who had the gift. Ever since she could
remember, Cassie felt the pull of getting in a cockpit and taking to the
skies. Observing all the while was her father's junior partner, Nick "Stick
" Galvin, a fellow war ace and airborne daredevil. Nick would become
her confidant and best friend, willing to break all the rules to teach her
to fly, knowing that the greatest gift he could give her was the freedom
of flying. When California entrepreneur Desmon Williams sees Cassie in
a local airshow, he invites her to California where she breaks new
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ground as a test pilot. Soon Cassie's record-breaking flights make her a
media darling. Drawn by Desmond's plans for her to break Amelia
Earhardt's records, but determined to avoid her mistakes, Cassie trains
for the remarkable journey around the world. From public appearances
to press conferences, easily used by both her husband and the press,
Cassie realizes that there is more to life than making headlines. Risking
her life, pushing herself to her limits, she decides to chart her own
course and pursue her own destiny, whatever it costs her. Wings is set in
a time of constant change, when the world was on the brink of war and
the skies were filled with adventurers, a time when courage and daring
forever changed modern-day aviation.
Beauchamp Hall - Danielle Steel 2018-11-20
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Danielle Steel tells the uplifting story
of an ordinary woman embracing an extraordinary adventure, and the
daring choice that transforms her world. Winona Farmington once
dreamed of graduating from college, moving to New York City, and
pursuing a career in publishing. Then real life got in the way when she
left college and returned to her small Michigan hometown to care for her
sick mother. Years later, stuck in a dead-end job and an unsatisfying
relationship, Winnie has concluded that dreams were meant for others.
She consoles herself with binge-watching the British television series
that she loves, Beauchamp Hall, enthralled by the sumptuous period
drama set on a great Norfolk estate in the 1920s. The rich upstairsdownstairs world brilliantly brought to life by superb actors is the
ultimate in escapism. On the day Winnie is passed over for a longoverdue promotion, she is also betrayed by her boyfriend and her best
friend. Heartbroken, she makes the first impulsive decision of her
conventional life—which changes everything. She packs her bags and
flies to England to see the town where Beauchamp Hall is filmed. The
quaint B & B where she stays feels like home. The brother and sister who
live in the castle where the show is filmed, rich in titles but poor in cash,
are more like long-lost friends than British nobility. And the show itself,
with its colorful company and behind-the-scenes affairs, is a drama all its
own. Winnie’s world comes alive on the set of the show. What happens
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next is the stuff of dreams, as Winnie takes the boldest leap of all.
Beauchamp Hall reminds us to follow our dreams. . . . You never know
what magic will happen!
Undercover - Danielle Steel 2016-04-26
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Marshall Everett has traveled a
twisting, perilous road from the jungles of South America to the streets
of Paris. As an undercover DEA agent, Marshall penetrated a powerful
cartel and became the trusted right-hand man of a ruthless drug lord.
The price he paid was devastating, costing him everything—and
everyone—he loved. Back in the U.S., on temporary assignment to the
Secret Service, on the presidential detail, Marshall performs an act of
heroism that changes his course forever. Ariana Gregory has her whole
future ahead of her, with an exciting life in Manhattan and a coveted job
at an online fashion magazine. But when her father, recently widowed, is
appointed U.S. ambassador to Argentina, she reluctantly agrees to
accompany him to Buenos Aires. Then an unthinkable act of violence
shatters her world. Nearly a year later, Ariana arrives in Paris, on a
fragile road to recovery. There, as she strives to bury painful memories
forever, she crosses paths with Marshall Everett. But dangerous forces
watch her every move, and Ariana and Marshall will once more have to
fight for their survival. In this breathtaking and psychologically
penetrating novel, #1 New York Times bestselling author Danielle Steel
explores the consequences of trauma and the perseverance of the human
spirit. In Marshall and Ariana she has created two unforgettable
characters confronting extraordinary challenges—who no longer need to
face them alone.
Prodigal Son - Danielle Steel 2015-02-24
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Twin boys grow up in the same
family, in the same town. Dramatically different, they become bitter
enemies, even as children. One good, one bad. One leaves his peaceful
hometown, but when all else fails, the prodigal son returns, twenty years
later. The reunion of brothers, sweet and healing at first, exposes
shattering revelations of good and evil. #1 New York Times bestselling
author Danielle Steel tells a brilliant, suspenseful story of suspicion,
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betrayal, and a life-and-death struggle for survival. Which twin is good
and which is evil, as the tables turn again and again? PRODIGAL SON In
a matter of days, Peter McDowell loses everything he has worked so hard
for—his wealth, his property, his livelihood as a star investment banker.
And then it gets worse. The stock market crash not only plunges Peter
into joblessness, it causes a rift in his marriage that he cannot repair.
Stripped of everything, he has only one place to retreat: a lakeside
cottage he inherited from his parents, who left most of their modest
estate to Peter’s twin. With no other choice, the prodigal son goes home.
A beloved small-town doctor, a devoted family man, and a pillar of his
community, Michael McDowell serves others without regard to personal
gain. Only Peter knows how Michael manipulated their parents when the
boys were young, ultimately driving Peter away. At first, he dreads
seeing Michael again. But, to his surprise, their reunion is tender and
real. Only later, as Peter mulls over his late mother’s journals, does the
truth begin to emerge, as realization and panic begin to set in. Who is his
twin? Is the façade real, or does something terrifying lie beneath?
Imagination or a reality too terrifying to believe? In a race for time, Peter
throws caution to the winds to find the truth. What he discovers will
change their lives forever, the lives of their children, and an entire town.
Powerful, poignant, and filled with complex and layered characters,
Prodigal Son is a riveting novel of secrets, salvation, and redemption
from master storyteller Danielle Steel. Praise for Prodigal Son “Fraternal
twins raised together [turn] out to be very different and very much in
conflict. One twin leaves home, but when this prodigal son returns, is he
the evil twin, or is his brother? Steel yourself.”—Library Journal “Readers
should be prepared for revelations of wickedness on a vast
scale.”—Publishers Weekly
The Right Time - Danielle Steel 2017-08-29
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Filled with heartbreak and betrayal,
triumph and fulfillment, The Right Time is an intimate, richly rewarding
novel about pursuing one’s passion and succeeding beyond one’s wildest
dreams. Abandoned by her mother at age seven, Alexandra Winslow
takes solace in the mysteries she reads with her devoted father—and
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soon she is writing them herself, slowly graduating to dark, complex
crime stories that reflect skill, imagination, and talent far beyond her
years. After her father’s untimely death, at fourteen Alex is taken in by
the nuns of a local convent, where she finds twenty-six mothers to take
the place of the one she lost, and the time and encouragement to pursue
her gift. Alex writes in every spare moment, gripped by the plots and
themes and characters that fill her mind. Midway through college, she
has finished a novel—and manages to find a seasoned agent, then a
publisher. But as she climbs the ladder of publishing success, she
resolutely adheres to her father’s admonition: Men read crime thrillers
by men only—and so Alexandra Winslow publishes under the pseudonym
Alexander Green, her true identity known only to those closest to her,
creating a double life that isolates her. Her secret life as the mysterious
and brilliantly successful Alexander Green—and her own life as a
talented young woman—expose her to the envious, the arrogant, and
Hollywood players who have no idea who she really is. Always, the right
time to open up seems just out of reach, and would cost her dearly. Once
her double life and fame are established, the price of the truth is always
too high.
The Duchess - Danielle Steel 2018-02-27
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The incomparable Danielle Steel
breaks new ground as she takes us to nineteenth-century England, where
a high-born young woman is forced out into the world—and begins a
journey of survival, sensuality, and long-sought justice. Angélique
Latham has grown up at magnificent Belgrave Castle under the loving
tutelage of her father, the Duke of Westerfield, after the death of her
aristocratic French mother. At eighteen she is her father’s closest, most
trusted child, schooled in managing their grand estate. But when he dies,
her half-brothers brutally turn her out, denying her very existence.
Angélique has a keen mind, remarkable beauty, and an envelope of
money her father pressed upon her. To survive, she will need all her
resources—and one bold stroke of fortune. Unable to secure employment
without references or connections, Angélique desperately makes her way
to Paris, where she rescues a young woman fleeing an abusive
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madam—and suddenly sees a possibility: Open an elegant house of
pleasure that will protect its women and serve only the best clients. With
her upper-class breeding, her impeccable style, and her father’s bequest,
Angélique creates Le Boudoir, soon a sensational establishment where
powerful men, secret desires, and beautiful, sophisticated women come
together. But living on the edge of scandal, can she ever make a life of
her own—or regain her rightful place in the world? From England to
Paris to New York, Danielle Steel captures an age of upheaval and the
struggles of women in a male-ruled society—and paints a captivating
portrait of a woman of unquenchable spirit, who in houses great or
humble is every ounce a duchess.
Fine Things - Danielle Steel 2009-02-25
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Smart, likable Bernie Fine was the
wonder boy of Wolff’s, New York’s most glamorous department store. A
senior VP on the way up, he arrives in San Francisco to open a West
Coast store. His career is skyrocketing, but his life lacks a center. When
he looks into the wide, innocent eyes of five-year-old Jane O’Reilly, and
then into the equally enchanting eyes of her mother, Liz, Bernie knows
he has found what he has been looking for. Bernie thought he had found
love to last a lifetime, but when Liz is stricken with cancer, time becomes
painfully short. Alone with two children, Bernie must face the loss and
learn that life has other fine things to offer.
Big Girl - Danielle Steel 2011
In this heartfelt and incisive new novel, Danielle Steel celebrates the
virtues of unconventional beauty while exploring deeply resonant issues
of weight, self-image, sisterhood, and family.
Pretty Minnie in Paris - Danielle Steel 2014
In Paris, France, Minnie, a long-haired teacup chihuahua who loves to
dress up, gets separated from her fashion-loving owner, Francoise, at a
fashion show.
Big Girl - Danielle Steel 2010-02-23
In this heartfelt, incisive novel, Danielle Steel celebrates the virtues of
unconventional beauty while exploring deeply resonant issues of weight,
self-image, sisterhood, and family. A chubby little girl with ordinary
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looks, Victoria Dawson has always felt out of place in her family,
especially in body-conscious L.A. While her parents and sister can eat
anything and not gain an ounce, Victoria must watch everything she eats,
as well as endure her father’s belittling comments about her body and
see her academic achievements go unacknowledged. Ice cream and
oversized helpings of all the wrong foods give her comfort, but only
briefly. The one thing she knows is that she has to get away from home,
and after college in Chicago, she moves to New York City. Landing her
dream job as a high school teacher, Victoria loves working with her
students and wages war on her weight at the gym. Despite tension with
her parents, Victoria remains close to her younger sister, Grace. Though
they couldn’t be more different in looks, they love each other
unconditionally. So when Grace announces her engagement to a man
who is an exact replica of their narcissistic father, Victoria worries about
her sister’s future happiness, and with no man of her own, she feels like
a failure once again. As the wedding draws near, a chance encounter, a
deeply upsetting betrayal, and a family confrontation lead to a turning
point. Behind Victoria is a lifetime of hurt and neglect she has tried to
forget. Ahead is a challenge and a risk: to accept herself as she is,
celebrate it, and claim the victories she has fought so hard for and
deserves. Big girl or not, she is terrific and discovers that herself.
Coming Out - Danielle Steel 2009-02-25
Olympia Crawford Rubinstein has a busy legal career, a solid marriage,
and a way of managing her thriving family with grace, humor, and
boundless energy. With twin daughters finishing high school, a son at
Dartmouth, and a kindergartner from her second marriage, there seems
to be no challenge to which Olympia cannot rise. Until one sunny day in
May, when she opens an invitation for her daughters to attend the most
exclusive coming-out ball in New York–and chaos erupts all around her.
One twin’s excitement is balanced by the other’s outrage; her previous
husband’s profound snobbism is in sharp contrast to her current
husband’s flat refusal to attend. For Olympia’s husband, Harry, whose
parents survived the Holocaust, the idea of a blue-blood debutante ball is
abhorrent. Her daughter Veronica, a natural-born rebel, agrees– while
big-girl-danielle-steel

Veronica’s identical twin, Virginia, is already shopping for the perfect
dress. Then there’s Olympia’s ex, an insufferable snob, who sees the ball
as the perfect opportunity for a family feud. And amid all the hubbub,
Olympia’s college-age son, Charlie, is facing a turning point in his
life–and may need his mother more than ever. But despite it all, Olympia
is determined to steer her family through the event until, just days before
the cotillion, things begin to unravel with alarming speed. From a son’s
crisis to a daughter’s heartbreak, from a case of the chicken pox to a
political debate raging in her household, Olympia is on the verge of
surrender. And that is when, in a series of startling choices and changes
of heart, family, friends, and even a blue-haired teenager all find a way to
turn a night of calamity into an evening of magic. As old wounds are
healed, barriers are shattered and new traditions are born, and a
debutante ball becomes a catalyst for change, revelation, acceptance,
and love. In a novel that is by turns profound, poignant, moving, and
warmly funny, Danielle Steel tells the story of an extraordinary
family–finding new ways of letting go, stepping up, and coming out...in
the ways that matter most.
The Butler - Danielle Steel 2021-10-05
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Two different worlds and two very
different lives collide in Paris in this captivating novel by Danielle Steel.
Joachim von Hartmann was born and raised in Buenos Aires by his loving
German mother, inseparable from his identical twin, Javier. When
Joachim moves to Paris with his mother in his late teens, his twin stays
behind and enters a dark world. Meanwhile, Joachim begins training to
be a butler, fascinated by the precision and intense demands, and goes
on to work in some of the grandest homes in England. His brother never
reappears. Olivia White has given ten years of her life to her magazine,
which failed, taking all her dreams with it. A bequest from her mother
allows her a year in Paris to reinvent herself. She needs help setting up a
home in a charming Parisian apartment. It is then that her path and
Joachim’s cross. Joachim takes a job working for Olivia as a lark and
enjoys the whimsy of a different life for a few weeks, which turn to
months as the unlikely employer and employee learn they enjoy working
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side by side. At the same time, Joachim discovers the family history he
never knew: a criminal grandfather who died in prison, the wealthy
father who abandoned him, and the dangerous criminal his twin has
become. While Olivia struggles to put her life back together, Joachim’s
comes apart. Stripped of their old roles, they strive to discover the truth
about each other and themselves, first as employer and employee, then
as friends. Their paths no longer sure, they are a man and woman who
reach a place where the past doesn’t matter and only what they are
living now is true.
Beautiful - Danielle Steel 2022-04-19
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A renowned supermodel’s world is
torn apart in an instant, sending her on an unexpected journey of
discovery in this masterful novel from #1 New York Times bestselling
author Danielle Steel. Veronique Vincent is a star. At age twenty-two, she
is one of the most sought-after models in fashion, gracing the covers of
magazines and walking the runways of haute couture shows across the
globe. Yet, despite being the consummate professional, Veronique wants
little of the glamorous life that modeling affords her. The beloved
daughter of a hardworking single mother, she has always preferred
spending time at home or with her kindhearted boyfriend to attending
lavish parties. When a quick getaway presents a welcome break on the
heels of Paris Fashion Week, and before a Vogue cover shoot in Tokyo,
Veronique is thrilled, eager to escape the mayhem of her busy schedule.
Then, out of nowhere, a tragic explosion at Zaventem Airport in Brussels
changes her life forever. The ruthless terrorist attack has the entire
world on edge. Veronique finds herself hospitalized and alone,
devastated to learn that the blast has killed both of the people she loved
most. She is also forced to confront the harsh reality that she has been
severely injured, her famous appearance forever altered. As she plunges
into seclusion, the industry that once adored her believes her to have
fallen off the map. In truth, she is struggling to find herself again after
losing everything, and to discover what truly matters in life. But her
mother’s will, accompanied by a letter Veronique never knew existed,
reveals long-held secrets, introducing her to a world she hadn’t even
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known was possible. As Veronique forges bonds old and new, she begins
to see a light beyond the darkness she has come to inhabit, finding peace
in opportunities to help others, and redefining for herself what beauty is,
and what it truly means to be beautiful. Danielle Steel presents a story of
one woman’s breathtaking perseverance in moving beyond tragedy to a
life more meaningful than she could ever have imagined.
Malice - Danielle Steel 2009-02-25
In her 37th bestselling novel, Danielle Steel tells the compelling story of
a woman who must struggle to overcome a shattering betrayal, and the
cruelest kind of malice. At seventeen, the night of her mother's funeral,
Grace Adams is attacked. It is not the first time, and a brutal crime
ensues. And to everyone's horror, Grace will not tell the truth. She is a
young woman with secrets too horrible to tell, with hurts so deep they
may never heal. She is also beautiful enough for men to want her no
matter how much she does not want them. Whatever the outcome, Grace
Adams will have to live with whatever happened during those terrible
years. After a lifetime of being a victim, now she must pay the price for
other people's sins. From the depths of an Illinois women's prison to a
Chicago modeling agency to a challenging career in New York, Grace
must carry the past with her wherever she goes. And in healing her own
pain, she reaches out to battered women and children who live a
nightmare she knows all too well. When Grace meets Charles Mackenzie,
a New York lawyer, she has found a man who wants nothing from herexcept to heal her, to hear her secrets, and to give her the family she so
desperately wants. But, with happiness finally within her grasp, and
precious loved ones to protect, Grace is at her most vulnerable-in danger
of losing everything to a vicious tabloid press and an enemy from her
past, an enemy bent on malice at all costs. With rare insight and power,
Danielle Steel writes this extraordinary woman's story, portraying her
struggle to triumph over malice and betrayal, and to transform a lifetime
of pain into a blessing for others. Revealing both the stark reality of
domestic abuse and the healing power of love, Malice, is more than
superb fiction. It is a piece of life.
44 Charles Street - Danielle Steel 2011-04-05
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BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Danielle Steel's Betrayal.
A magical transformation takes place in Danielle Steel’s luminous novel:
Strangers become roommates, roommates become friends, and friends
become a family in a turn-of-the-century house in Manhattan’s West
Village. The plumbing was prone to leaks, the furniture rescued from
garage sales. And every square inch was being devotedly restored to its
original splendor—even as a relationship fell to pieces. Now Francesca
Thayer, newly separated from her boyfriend, is suddenly the sole
mortgage payer on her Greenwich Village townhouse. The struggling art
gallery owner does the math and then the unimaginable. She puts out an
advertisement for boarders, and soon her home becomes a whole new
world. First comes Eileen, a fresh, pretty L.A. transplant, now a New
York City schoolteacher. Then there’s Chris, a young father fighting for
custody of his seven-year-old son. The final tenant is Marya, a celebrated
cookbook author hoping to start a new chapter in life after the death of
her husband. Over the course of one amazing, unforgettable, ultimately
life-changing year, Francesca discovers that her accidental tenants have
become the most important people in her life. The house at 44 Charles
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Street fills with laughter, heartbreak, and hope—and in the hands of
master storyteller Danielle Steel, it’s a place those who visit will never
want to leave.
The Red Hat Club Rides Again - Haywood Smith 2005-03-15
When their childhood friend, Pru, falls off the wagon, Red Hat Club
members Georgia, SuSu, Teeny, Diane, and Linda rally to reinstate her
sobriety, an endeavor involving a haphazard Vegas kidnapping, wayward
group therapy sessions, and a plastic surgery cruise. 200,000 first
printing.
Neighbors - Danielle Steel 2021-01-05
"Pike Logan must pull two major world powers back from the brink of
war in the latest pulse-pounding thriller from New York Times bestselling
author and former Special Forces officer Brad Taylor"-Big Girl - Danielle Steel 2010
After her sister gets engaged to a carbon copy of her narcissistic father,
plus-size woman Victoria Dawson, who has fled L.A. for less-bodyconscious New York City, must learn to love herself for who she is if she
is ever going to get on with her life. 520,000 first printing.
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